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{BSTRACT The first regional science conference in Australia was held tn 1916, almost
'.i ent)' .vears ago. The intemational regional science communiry is currently undergoing an

--.ltrspective review of its directions and values. This paper attempts a review and evaluation of
--..3 progress and achievements of the regional science community in Australia. This evaluation

- :siders the general questions of contributions to regional policy, the analyticaVmodelling
r;'ntation of regional science, and the so-called academic-practitioner debate. The picture which

:l.-...:rqes is one of considerable achievement, with a number of imporlant gaps and plofessional
-. -es to be resolved.

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen most professions and professional groups experiencing.
. .untarily or involuntarily, some reappraisal of their role and status in society, some

-: jssessment of their responsibilities, and some re-focussing of their future roles in a

:-:neing societ-v. Indeed there appears to be a ground-srvell of rationalisation,
- .:rspection and negotiation, r.vhich has left fsly professional groups uraffected and

;:liered in some rvay.

The tnternational regional science'profcssion'or conxnul-Iitv has been part of this

-':-T'l:Tal reflection on professional roles. Observers have offered critical comment from

- r ro time since the inception of regional science. The last few years, horvever, hat e

,r-:i manv authors contribute to a major retrospective assessment of the international

: - - :;-ssion. its preoccupations and directions. This re-visiting of roles and
-:r:,rn-ribilities is timely and liealthy as regional science reaches a state of full maturity
: L rnternational context.

Ttus paper attempts a brief revierv and reassessment of regional science in Australia,
. -r:':;' sulTicient.,€ars have passcd since the first conference held in 1976, to encourage

"'rc'prolessional introspection. Public introspection is both healthl, and perilous. It is
:,i: ::.\ in that it rnvites debate, and debate should promote mutual understanding and
. -.:t:rtion. It is perilous in that re'r,iel comnlent at a quite general level inevitablv
u (r :: Lnlusticc to the volu'nes of detailed research rvhich has occurred in this country.
-:. ! :.!r\\ ever. is the risk rvhich all rcviervers and revieu'ees face.

:.r.:r.-rn 2 of the paper ivill briefly visit thc literature arising from the reassessment

--; ::.rcmational rcgional science profession: it s,ill attempt to provide a consensus
-" r -r-s r-rtcnsive debate- and in particular to identifi" the main elements of this dcbate.

- I of the paper rvill address the Australian regional science 'profession' or
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professional goup, and atlempt to identi$ those elements of relevance to the Australian
context.

As a review of regional science professionalism per se, the paper does not discu-ss

in detail the state of Australian regional policy, the state of regional analysis, modelling
or local economic development, except insofar as these are related holistically to the
regional science commrurity as a whole. The paper avoids specific issues in order to gau

the larger perspective.

2. THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE

It is probably in the nature of review processes and reviewers that attention is draur
to the perceived negatives and shortcomings of the reviewees, rather that the strengtlL(

and achievements which could be demonstrated. So it is with the reviews of the

international regional science scene, where the recognition of the very substantid

achievements of the profession appears to be somewhat casually dismissed in order t.'

highlight the perceived negatives. This paper also follows this trend with a reluctance

born of necessity. This section attempts to present a summary of views of regiona"

science from the international literature in the form of a number of quotations and bne:

comments.

2.1 The Science of Space-Economy and Space-Society

Referring to the origins of regional science, Isard ( 1979) described the intent of the

founders "to bring together what knowledge and methodology had been accumulated n
the several social science and professional fields ... to find a rvay to attack regional

problems more effectively". Isard (1960) saw regional science as an interdisciplinan
field that examines the locational dimensions of all human activity. Chinitz (1971

perceived regional science at the higher analytical and evaluation level, reflecting the

general vierv ofregional science as the science ofthe space-economy and space-sociel-
rvriting "it is our business to explain and predict the geographical distribution of
population and economic activity ... (and) to evaluate these happenings".

Regional science was clearly seen by the founders, and has generally continued rn
this tradition, as "a body of theory, concepts, knorvledge and methodology for the studr

of spatial situations, policies and problems at a higher professional level" (Jensen

l99l), serving the scholars and higher-level planners, rather than the practitioners of
regional development. Ithas passedtlrough several stages in an evolution to the presenl

state. For example by 1974, Furck (1975) was able to identifo three overlapping stages

ur this evolution (Bolton and Jensen, 1994): (i) the period of classical regional science

of the 1950's and 1960's which sarv the development of descriptive and analytical tools

and modelsr, (ii) the I 960's and early 1970's which gave the development of 'operations-
research-t1pe regional science', when the universal surge of interest in operations
research became evident in the regional science community, and (iii) the 1970's, the

period of the 'nerv regronal science' concerned with the objective systems of regionai

Thrs was termed by Funck (1975) as the period of"art for arts' sake" in regional science.
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policy and planning issues. To these Bolton and Jensen (1994) added (iv), the 1980's as

the decade of the explosion of phenomenolory in regional science, the stage of empirical

and information overload, where the challenge will be to search for new generalisations

and themes in spatial relations.
Since the early beginnings of regtonal science, we have seen the regional science

urtemational community grow in size and diversity, with increasing numbers of meetings

and publication venues and in an apparent state of improving health. Yet recent years

have also seen increased introspection and soul-searching about the directions of
regional science, suggestions of a crisis in regional science, and suggestions for new

directions and solutions. These can best be summarised in terms of the Vining (1988)

analory, mmparing the subject of the (regional) science with the subject of the (regional)

practice. In other words, is regional science providing a suitable scientific base for the

practitioners of regionalism? Or is regional science simply operating in the interests of
regional scientists, with their own agendas, and their own personal directions?

This is a fascinating and a complex question, and like all complex questions has

numerous .tnswers, dependent on the perspective of the respondent. We can all observe

and verifr the subject of (regional) science as it has developed through the decades and

the Funck-Bolton-Jensen stages of its existence; this is evident in the many metres of
library space occupied by the regional science literature. What is not so obvious and very

much a matt€r of opinion is defining what is, or should be, the subject of the (regional)

practice. A review of the main criticisms of regional science shows that many are

dissatisfied with the subject of the science, but for many different and undefined reasons.

We consider some of the opinions expressed and any implied subject-of-the-practice
Lnherent in these opinions.

A recent issue of Pape rs in Regronal kience (Volume 73, 1994) contained a major

papsr by geographers Bailly and Coffey (l99aa) suggesting a crisis in regional science,

and a number of comments from other observers. Bailly and Coffey suggest that this
'crisis'derives from a lack of relevance, an "increasing internal malaise due to a lack of
emphasis on practical issues, and a corresponding lack of recognition in policy circles",

and from concentrating on the narrower perspective of the space-economy rather than

the wider perspective of the space-society. It is difficult to distinguish in the Bailly and

Coffcy paper any real defirution ofthe subject ofthe practice ofregional science, except

perhaps a relevance to real-world problems and to policy-making generally. This is
rnteresting in the light of the earlier observations by Breheny (1984) of the "deep

lsrorance" among regional scientists of the policy-making process, and his suggestion

:rat regional scientists often go through the motions of policy-making relevance to give

:t.'me credibility to their work, and the suggestion by Jensen ( 199 I ) that rve believe that

rrlicy-makers are listening to us, when in fact they are mostly not listening.
Bailly and Coffey offer a set of "orienteering pnnciples" for increasing the relevance

:t regional science, which can be summarised as integrating basic and applied rvork,

:;oviding more recognition to the human dimension in models and theories, and

:rrrsidering space and time in research and models. These are hardly nerv suggestions,

u supported by Gibson (1994) who argues that the agendas of regional scientists are

:ecoming less client-driven as the profession has developed and that this must be
-:rersed. Plane (1994) recognises no particular subject of the practice of regional
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science, but observes an increasing and impending maturity in the discipline as =
economists and geographers gain mutual understanding.

Stough (1994) argues the irony in the situation that "at the time when regions c
becoming so impo(ant the theoretical and practical base of the field (regional scienc
seems to be sedimenting around a rather narrow body of theor]", Ef,d that at a time s'her
developments and experiments in regionalism are occr,uring around the world. r-x
regional science literature has virtually nothing to say on these issues. He argues (u-ri
others) the need to move from the cunently positivist paradigm to a more constructioms
perspective like that which has emerged in most of the other social sciences. Anas

( 1994) irgues that regional science has underemphasised its mainstay of hum.n
behaviour in space, and that a new regional science of spaciology is required. Vickermc
(1994) argues that regional science, in its current state, has relevance to the practrc&.

world and will continue to do so.

In ther concluding thoughts of the comments of other observers, Bailly and Coffn
(1994b) note the low level of concern, despite the recognition of fundamental problenr-.

in regional science, with the question of relevance. Indeed, the collective writings c:

these senior regional scientists identify no real common thread, except that mcr:
'relevance' is required. If we ask the question "more relevance to what?", tho
presumably mean relevant to the subject of the practice, and since none of these $riters
really defines this, there is no consensus, but merely a probable majority opinioc
implicitly defining the subject of the practice of regional science as lying in the polio
direction. This is a disappointing conclusion, and not one which provides a firm base of
intellectual leadership for a discussion of the regional science scene in Australia. Thr-.

is rn mntrast to the explicit claim by Jensen (1991) that one important part of the subjec
of the practice ur regional science was the regional development practitioner, concernei
with the pragmatic issues of regional development. It is interesting to note that no suci:

claim has been made in the U.S. which is generally regarded as the country with the mos:
well-developed regional development practitioner professional groups.

So the discussion so far at the international level has little in the way of substance.

except that it identifies a feeling by some commentators that some aspects of regionai
science are perceived to lack relevance to some undefined subject of the practice of
regionalism. This is hardly a path-breaking conclusion, but it does point to the difference
in the possible interpretations of the subject of the practice of regionalism, or 'practical'
regronal science. From the comments of the observers, we can distil three interpretations
of the subject of the practice, namely:
(a) regionalpolicy-mahng, taken to include the processes of policy formulation and the

administration of regionaVurban policy,
(b) regionaVwban analysis for the design of infrastructure systems, the monitoring oi

spatial distributions and the development of regionaVurban planning systems, and
(c) the functions of the regional development practitioner at the'sharp end' of

regionalism, and generally unfamiliar rvith the subject of the (regional) science.
One's intcrpretation of the relevance of regional science rvill depend on which one or
more of these one sees as the practice of regonal science. We address these three policy-
analysis-pracfirioner interpretations in our following discussions of the regional science
commurity in Australia.
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ll Professionalism and Leadership in Regional Science

Reference has often been made to regional science as a 'profession' or as a

rofessional goup. In fact, most of those who have claimed some allegiance to regional

renc€, both at the intemational level and at the national level in Australia, would have

r pnmary allegiance to an established and formally-recognised discipline, such as

=.nornics, 
geography, planning, regtonal practitioner, sociology and so on. Indeed most

rqrld appear to practice their primary professions within that professional group, and

,c be regional scientists as a convenient add-on, to establish contact with the multi-
oscrplinary community with a cornmon interest in regional-urban-spatial matters.

If we attempt to define a regional science profession or professional group in
r-:sualia, we need to ask whether it is a different profession to the more conventional

r:fessions which have a common core of basic knowledge and are discipline-based, or
rDrher is simply an auxiliary discipline for other sciences (}.{rjkamp, 1994). Does the

=sson for the existence of regional science lie almost wholly in its core function of
xrhtating the common interests of professionals from a number of disciplines with
mirsts in regional-urban-spatial matters, of multi-disciplinary activity, and of creating

r nutual understanding among all interested parties? Should all discipline-based
::ctions be canied out by discipline-based groups which by their nature tend to be

na ard-looking and self-serving?
\{any observers ofthe regional science scene would respond negatively to these

uesuons. They would argue (with Nijkamp, 1994) that regional science should be the

rlflrce of space, in both a behavioural and a policy sense, and that it must be

*ficiently equipped in terms of applicable and sophisticoted research tools and
'u:aniques to perform this function. Indeed, most observers would recognise that the

:rrentional disciplines in regronal science have failed to include adequately the spatial
ri"rension of their discipline, with the possible exception of geography2. Indeed, again

r-,r the possible exception of geography, regional science tends not to serve the

m;rests of individual disciplinary groups well.
It appears therefore that in assessing the performance of regional science in

r--:tralia, we need to address these two functions: (i) The extent to which regional

Ecenc€ has served as an auxiliary discipline in which interdisciplinary interaction has

:e:r facilitated, and the extent to which this interaction has led to mutual benefit and

r, elopment of the groups involved. The market (i.e. the membership and meeting

n:rrlance) will be one measure of this, but is an unreliable indicator given the change

n -:'re composition of the regional science professional group in Australia in the trvo
,qr#s of its existence. (ii) The provision of the home for space-science in the nation.

Those who have sought to influence the direction of the disciplines have found this
c - a difficult task: the variety of interests and self-interests in any discipline usually

trs::rs that individuals are normally acting in their own interests and seldom in the

?lane (1994) argues, for example, that economics is an overly disciplined discipline which
:a :':en provide a severely limiting paradigm, and that geography is largely an undisciplined
'm. -,rfu61 promotes eclecticism as a virtue and is attracted to regional science by the rigour of
l: -:entific scholarship.

tl
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interests of the discipline as a whole. Those seeking to influence the direction of regrcna

science face a much more dawrting task because the group is much more diverse and ln
usually seeking from regional science something which their own discipline does sr
offer, namely the'comradeship'of common interests the regional-urban-spatial matters

3. FOCUS ON REGIONAL SCIENCE IN AUSTRALIA

The membership of the regional science group in Ausffalia, as represented hr

membership of the Australian and New Znaland Regional Science Associaucr.
(ANZRSA), appears to have varied annually, mostly within the range of 125-175. sli
probably an equal, if not larger, number of 'adherents' with occasional membersh"{

dependent on conference attendance, and on phases of ttre individual's professional o'ch
The relatively small number in the group is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It u
an advantage in that personal networks form more readily, function more efficientlv oc
have a longer life. It is a disadvantage in that the group has access to a more limit*
range of expertise in most areas of operation, and faces the increased risk of operatrng

in professional isolation from the rest of the world.
The senior author of this paper drew attention an early stage in the life of tbc

regional science group in Australia (Jensen, 1978) to the increasingly widening go
between the mathematical modellers of the day and the practitioners of the time. tbe

latter being the more basic analysts of regional-urban phenomena. The increasrne

number of participating groups in regional science today presents a far more compler
picture. We can identi$'some salient features of the regional science professional grorr
in Ausfalia in the form of a number of points drawn from personal impressions raths
than from any form ofhard data.

3.1 Establishment of anAnalysis Mode

The Australian regional science group was born in a fairly pragmatic marurer arf,
has maintained a more applied mode than that which generally describes the

intemational regional science community. In contrast to the so-called Isard-effect whicL
influenced the direction of development of regional science in many countries in thc

worlda, regional science here was, within limits, home-grown. The early progress rr
regional science was primarily in the regional analysis mode, as researchers becarne

familiar mainly with the techniques of analysis developed overseas and applied thesc

techniques in the local context. The function of early ANZRSA regional science

3 This suggests that the three first-order (and eight second-order) orienting principle-.
suggested by Bailly and Cotrey (1994) will not form an effective marshalling emblem to ralh' tile
regional science troops towards greater things.
o The in{luence of Walter Isard on the direction of the development of regional science is rvel.-

known and does not need to be described in detail here. On one hand, Isard itemised an:
formalised many of the tools of analysis used in applied regional science, and in so doing, gar.e

the early regional scientists a formal box of tools for analyical work. On the other hand, Isard lc.
the profession in many theoretical developments and influenced the profession towards a highc
theoretical orientation, rather than a practitioner orientation.
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meetings was simply to identi8, those in the nation with regionaVurban/spatial interests

and to provide an interdisciplinary forum.s

3.2 Achievements oI the Analysis Mode

Early activity set the scene which has been maintained in Australia. These'new'

rechnologies arrived in a nation which was virtually virgin territory in terms of
regional/urban analysis, and in which the basic spatial relationships had not been

analysed and indeed were barely understood. The maintenance of this type of basic

regionaVurban analysis throughout the ensuing years has led to two important
rhievements: (i) We now have a reasonably sourd understanding of the regionaVurban
relations in the nation. While there remain still some fundamental gaps in our knowledge

of the space-economy and space-society (e.g. in regional public finance, regional

drsparities in welfare, processes of regional growth and decline), our knowledge has

accumulated to the extent that we have an appreciation of most regional relationships

and problems, and we can be confident in this understanding. (ii) The knowledge gained

trom this continued analytical work has enhanced the awareness of regional issues

belond the regional science group to the point where the regional implications enter into

*re debates on a widening number of issues. Apart from the apparently cyclical nature

of govemment interest in regionalism6, the increased general interest in regional issues

n public debate is noticeable.

The greater part of the regional analysis in Australia has been undertaken in

:rniversities by academics, mainly in geography and economics. For the geography

_eroup, the move to regional science was probably qurte a natural movement into a space-

related community; for economists, this often involved a move away from the

conventional and traditional areas of economic research, which, given the very

;onservative nature ofthe profession, involved risk.

33 Theoretical and Conceptual Development

This pre-occupation wrth regional analysis has tended to divert interest in Australia

even in the universities) arvay from both theoretical and conceptual development in

::gional science. Australian regional science has contributed very modestly to the

nrmational literature ur regronal-spatial thmry and to the development of nerv concepts

:r regionalism. This is not surprising, given the limited size of the regional science

-:rrnmunity in Australia and the still-evident pressures to undertake basic empirical rvork

rn the regional/urban framework in the country.
It does mean, horvever, that we have tended to apply empirical analyses rvithin a

.lment intemational regional science paradigm, rather than develop a native paradignr.

One could argue that Australian regional empirical research has reflected the

' Cotainly this fi.nction has been adequately served by the ANZRSA since its inception as the

:lv venue of this nature.
- 

The cyclical nature of government interest in regionalism has been noted bv Hurley (1993)

:-:J Morrisey and Mathisen ( 1993).
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international regional science community to a large extent, rather than addressing the

higher priority Australian regional-spatial issues. For example, the process of the

redistribution of regional economic activity and population in Australia, involving
regronal economic competition, growth and decline as well as the changing nature of the

regional urban hierarchy has not been addressed in sufficient depth, despite the
prominence of these phenomena in an understanding of the regional policy debate.

3.4 The Academic-Practitioner Debate

There is a need to address the so-called academic-practitioner relationship in

Australia which has created so much debate, particularly in recent years. Depending on

the point of view, this debate has been either a source of mutually-beneficial creative

tension or series of unhelpful criticisms springing from professional myopia and

indicating a lack of urderstanding of the potential for mutual gain. We seek to gain a

reasonable perspective on this debate.

We need to realise, however, that both the terms 'academic' and 'practitioner' have

many shades of meaning, and that any debate will not be productive unless there is

agreement on terms. It has already been established that academic researchers involved
in regional science in Australia are oriented towards the pragmatic end of the academic

spectrum; in fact it would be difficult to identifu any regional science academic group

in the world which is more applied and pragmatic than the Australian goup. On the

surface therefore, it seems more than passing strange that there should be perceived to

be unmanageable distances between the academic and practitioner groups in Australia
The term'practitioner' in this country seems to be used collectively to include a

variety of individuals, including the regional development practitioner actually located

in a community and directly involved in regional development work, the individual
involved in larger regional development organisations, the bureaucrat with an interest

in community-based regional development, the local politician supporting the activities
of local practitioners, and even academics with a direct involvemenVinterest in this work

This practitioner group has been welcomed into the regional science movement in
Ausfalia, and indeed is now perceived by some of the more-academically-inclined to be

the dominant goup, to the point of astonishing a visitor to the ANZRSA conference in
1994 (Hill, 1994). Why is it that the distance between the (probably) most
pragmatically-oriented academic group of regional scientists in the world and the

practitioner group is still perceived to be so wide that the twain seem destined to follou'
different and conflicting paths into the future? Can we not define the subject of the

practice of regional science and regionalism in Australia so that the pragmatic academic
and the practitioner groups have a higher level of positive sl,nergy in their interactionsl)

Some comments follorv on the roles of the groups concemed with regionalism in the

nation, including the academics, practitioners, and government, with the suggestion that
the territonalitv of each group has impeded progress towards a more mature practice of
regionalism in Australia.

The role of the academic in regional practice has, with some noticeable exceptions.
been an interesting one. As mentioned above, the academics have, through extensive
empirical research, allorved the creation of a general understanding of regional relations
in the nation, and this has been an invaluable contribution. They have not yet, horvever.
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=ognised the empirical knowledge base required for effective practitioner operations.

i:rre very large gaps exist in quite basic data which is in common use in practitioner
grps in the United States, for example in the central place functions of urban centres

r .ifferent points in tlre urban hierarchy, the threshold levels for these functions, and for

=hiple levels of these firnctions. If the work of the academic is to be more relevant to
:e practice of regionalism, the academic needs to identifu these gaps in basic
u'ormation and undertake the necessary research.

One of the clearly identified gaps in practitioner activity in Australia, in comparison
r:ih. say the U.S., is the apparent reluctance of the practitioner to undertake basic
r"cnitoring and analysis at the local level, i.e. basic population analysis, economic

ravity, employrnent, social indicators and so on. This arises largely from less-

r*elo@ analytical skills, from a lower level of familiarity with data sources and from
I ,r\'er level of appreciation of the potential value of basic analysis rn the local planning

r-ss. The academics, with a more disciplined background to these procedures, have

ar prouded the leadership by either undertaking these analyses for practitioners or by
r, eloping simple but effective processes which the practitioner could follow. This in
:fect means presenting academic disciplines to practitioners in a relevant-now form.

\:rtE progress has been made on this front in the area of community economic analysis,

:: the scope of the work needs to be widened. It is not sufficient for academics to

=Dr:rce the practitioner world; they have access to a heritage of disciplinary knowledge
r:rch is of enormous potential use to practitioners if packaged in the appropriate form.

Another major function of the academic goups everywhere has been to take a
:r.rader perspective, to observe and comment on the 'big picture', and to exercise

r:luence in the professional rmprovement of the discipline. In Australia, academics

u,r e accepted this responsibility to a limited extent. They have provided much of the

--ative, for example rn the establishment and accreditation of a professional regional

r.elopment practitioner group, and indeed have shown a stronger sfiategic interest in
--'s aspect than the practitioner group itself. The academics have provided some

::nment on regronal policy developments in Australia, but insufficient to provide an

:'. -all appreciation of the regional policy status of the nation as a whole. This can at

:e-r be described as an uncoordinated series of measures by state and federal
g: i srrrments. One of the disadvantages of a small regional science community is the

?.-rcrillco of academics to review and evaluate the state of regional policy and policy

r. elopments in the nation.

The anergence of the regional development practitioner group.as an active part of
:e regional science group is a unique and major achievement in this country, in the

-:-;ted States the two groups are scarcely aware of the existence of the other. The

:s:blishment and maintenance of this practitioner group as a recognised professional

_r-rp depends, however, on two factors, namely (i) the establishment of a professional
!=rng and accreditation process, and (ii) the ability of the group to establish processes

':,: continuous professional improvement. The first of these (i), has been a long-
-r:rgnised need. The Queensland government through the Department of Business,

.Erstn'and Regional Development (DBIRD), has taken the first vital steps leading to
:e recognition of skills development programs and some universities are already

=:rrdrng tertiary programs. There is still, however, some distance to travel before a full
r:editation and registration program is in place.
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The second of these (ii) has been a more difficult concept to achieve. While
Regional Policy and Practice and the ANZRSANewsletter have provided extremelr'

valuable finctions to the practitioner (and others), they tend to be news-oriented rather

than skills-oriented in the sense ofa professionaljournal. Every professional group, in

the interests of improved professional practice, requires a systematic presentation of
current and innovative practice and a venue for the accumulation of knowledge and

experience. The common observation of the unwillingness of regional development

practitioners to record and publish their activities remains relevant; there is therefore the

real risk that the potential of the experiences and experiments of the practitioners will
not be fully exploited as a source of mutual learning and support.

A further important function of developing professionalism is occasional review and

evaluation of professional practice, in terms of standards of professionalism and best-

practice. The regional development practitioner group in Australia has reached the level

of evolution where consideration of such a review could be timely. On first reaction at

least, the practitioner gloups in Ausfalia would appear to exploit the advantages offered

by simple analytical techniques rather less than their United States counterparts.

The role of government in regional development practice in Australia has alwavs

been a question of considerable debate and frustration. It has always been assumed that

the constitutional arrangements have ensured that primary responsibility for regional

policy and regional development has rested with the states. The states have developed

a considerable variety of policies and frameworks for regional development, includrng

for example a (large) regional development board approach in New South Wales-

developmurt commissions in Westem Australia, and a virtually small-community-based

approach in Queensland.
The role of the Commonrvealth in regional development has been quite resen'ed

since the heady days of the 1970s, and consisted mainly of a small number of short-term

programs directed primarily towards larger urban areas. It remains to be seen whether

the recent Commonwealth initiative establishing Regional Economic Development

Organisations (REDOs) is simply another program of an ephemeral nature.

Three points seem to emerge from observation of the role of government in regiona-

planning in Australia. The first point is the continuing reluctance of government

generally to recognise fully its central role in regional development. Refening to state

governments, "the potential strength of govemment lies in its ability to design anc

develop a state-wide regional development structure which is adequately funded, s-ittr

contributions from both govemment and communitv sources, which is commturity basec

with government administrative support, and which is professionally operated ultl
government professional support. This leadership role by govemment is necessan't'.
ensure uniformly high levels of professional regional development across the state, aru

recognition of regional development as a professional activity." (Jensen, 1992

Certainly since this statement was written, some progress has been made by stat3

governments, although the substance of the statement remains valid.
This point is effectively emphasised by McGruvie and Taylor (1994); "Fror:

experience to date, it is suggested that an over-emphasis on short-term project funding
and segregating community and economic development can result in reducing RDC
(Regional Development Organisation) effectiveness and the loss of the professional skr..

base required for the long term viabiliry" of this initiative", and "a high component c:
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rcrt term fi.nding results in an over focus on high profile short term projects which do

-,-*t necessarily address the longer term strategic needs of the community", and "better
'-nling mechanisms need to be put in place to provide sustainable career paths for
l;onomic Development Officers so that the best skills are attracted to this role. This
:r.rcess need not cost any more public agency funding, but could be largely achieved

=ough the rearrangement of existing public agency funding commitments".
A second obvious point is that the sustained inability of the Commonwealth and the

i.:tes to cGoperate in establishing a long-term structure for regional development in the
:".rlron, or even a long-term concept of regional development. This inability, which
;a:'cru:nately se€ms to reflect the norm in federal-state relations in Australia, has been
: ttre lasting detriment of regional development in the nation, and stands in stark
:rxtrast to the example of cooperative achievement in regional development between
:r tbderal and state (and county) government in the United States.

.t, third pontrefers to the different concepts of community which are inherent in the
rj=ent approaches to regional development which appear throughout the nation. Some
ni:es. through regional development boards and commissions and clearly the

- :qnmonwealth through the REDO concept, place a priority on what could be termed
rie-region bodies as the source of regional development initiatives. Others, notably
.'srslan4 seem to indicate at least an implied preference for a small-region approach:
:LT= a local developmant organisation or small-community approach. The significance
:r i,us large-community - small-community difference is much more than sernantic. It
-r-s the question of the different requirements for effective regional development
::-.ugh the two different systems. The large-region approach presumably implies a

r:i*sronal development group with a range of expertise at the regional level, while the

;i:;J-regron approach presumably requires a general practitioner at the local level, with
:r:iessional support at a higher level, possibly on the 'hub and spoke' principleT.

l-< On Economics and Regional Science

.\t the intemational level (Isserman, 1994; Plane, 1994), economics is the dominant
\rr:e discipline' of regional science. A glance through the ANZRSA membership
rir=ton' suggests that this would probably also be the case in Australia among those
r:n clearly-defined disciplinary connections, but at the same time the total membership
,; . * 6uld probably be dominated by the practitioner group, defined as those with an

mi3st pnmarily in the practice of regional development.
.r is not possible in this brief section to do justice to an evaluation of the

;:rnbution of economics to regional science in Australia; rather, a less rigorous
rr;r..ach rvill be taken by offering a few summary observations for consideration and
.leirie. The first refers to the dominance of the economics contribution to regional
{:i:rc€ in this country by economic modelling. Those individual economists with
trxssts in regional science have often come from the modelling goups in economics;
:;=l there has been a conscious movement to facilitate the regional science
::r.--trences as the primary venue for regional modelling in Australia. One down-side of

l:e need for recognition of these two levels was stressed by Powell ( I 990),
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this development has been the unfortunate tendency for the non-economists to gain tb
impression that economics ls modelling, and that modelling is economics, and th,r,

modelling is a pastime reserved for the academic. Indeed, some practitioners have beer

overheard to say that all modelling is academic and therefore by definition irrelevarq.

This is probably the price we have to pay for such an active regional modelling grow
in Australia.

TIrc second observation is the corollary of the first. Economists in regional sciencr

in Australia, because of the modelling dominance, have not really established tbc

significance of the spatial economic dimension in regional practice in this country. Onc

would assume that the responsibility of the economics profession in regional scierc
would be to provide this spatial economic dimension of the operation of regionar

markets and of the economic forces behind the spatial phenomena of the nation, i.e. @

awareness of the significance of the space-economy of the nation. It is our belief than

this aspect of economics has not been developed satisfactorily in Australia.
A third observation follows from these. The economics profession has access to an

impressive array of tools of analysis which have been developed primarily for thc

analysis of the 'large' dimension in the nation, i.e. the large firm, the larger-scale

industry, the state or national economy. For a number of reasons, some of which have

been mqtioned above, the 'small' dimension in economics has been largely ignored. Thrs

small dimension includes the small firm, the local industry and the local economy. fu
another paper in this issue comments (Bolton, 1995), rather than the perceived notion
by some that economics and economic analysis is overkill at the regional practitioner
level, there is a strong case for saying that there is not enough economics. It is a matter

of redirecting and reapplying more traditional economic concepts and analysis to the

local, community and even household level. Certainly, the emergence of communitr
economic analysis as a field of interest is beginning to address this problem, but ven
few runs are so far on the board in this matter.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Let us return briefly to the policy-analysis-practitioner interpretations of the

subject of the practice of regional science, developed in Section 2,for a summary vieu'
of the status and relevance of the regional science group in Australia. We address these

issues in turn.
Doubtless the formation of regional policy at the state and federal level has been

influenced by individuals with regional science affiliations, and doubtless some of the

credit for the steadily improving state of regional policy is due to this group. However.
in one important respect, the performance of the regional science group has been

disappointing. It has not provided a comprehensive discussion and evaluation of current
regional poliry in Australia, at either a state or national level. The profession has acted

largely as policy-takers, rather than as commentators or critics, which is one of the
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:nmar]'professional responsibilities of any goup.8 It is, for example, probably true to
:.arm that one of the most-read and most-influential papers in recent years on
:r-al/regronal policy in Australia was written by two visitors to Australia (Sher and Sher,

. ,9-t) and published overseas.

The rmportant contribution of the analltical dimension to the understanding of
e:anl mattsrs in Australia has been established. The main remaining gaps in this area

re to be found in some basic areas of understanding such as regionaVurban structure
m*J n the applications of analytical techniques at the small-economy level.

The regional practitioner goup in Australia continues to grow from strength to
il:3ngth. The main limitation on the viability of this group in the future will be

rr:fessional recognition, and this in turn is inevitably related to training and

u:redrtation processes. Professional recognition will require also recognition by the

':.-'up of best-practice standards and the need for a sustained process of professional
rlrovement.
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